A Community
For All Ages

GEORGETOWN

Age-Friendly Georgetown
Assistive Technology Catalog

AUTOMOTIVE
Item

Handy Bar Vehicle
Transport Support

Purpose
Price
3-in-1 automotive mobility safety tool that helps you $20-$25
get in and out of cars safely. Easily slides into car
door latch for optimal leverage. Supports up to 350
lbs. Includes built-in window breaker and seat belt
cutter.
An easy-to-pull handle that attaches to your
seatbelt. Especially helpful for people with
shoulder pain or a limited range of motion.

$8

Seat Belt Grabber
Handle
Ideal for those who can’t otherwise buckle their
seat belts, due to restricted range of motion,
limited mobility, or plus size.

$15-$20

Swivel seat allows individual to turn up to 360
degrees. Makes getting on or off a seat or chair
easy and comfortable.

$15-$50

Ideal for car seat, home/office chairs. Anti-slip base
which will grip leather and fabric seats. Rotating
swivel seat cushion is perfect for aiding mobility in
and out of car seat or chair.

$18-$24

Seat Belt Extender

Swivel Seat Cushion

Rotation Car Seat
Cushion
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Bathroom
Item

Purpose
300 lb. capacity. Bench has back; Microban
antimicrobial protection.

Price
$62

Chair design with tool-free assembly, full backrest
and built-in handgrips for extra support and
comfort.

$40

Durable bath brush with bristles won’t easily fall
apart or break. Rope on the end of the handle.
Long handle for exfoliating back, body, and feet.

$6

Extra-long silicone body scrubber is designed to
replace traditional washing towel and loofah. 30”
long by 4” wide.

$7

Shower heads are typically at the top of the
shower. This holder is useful if you are sitting down
on a shower chair.

$7

Non-slip with suction cups. Improves foot
circulation & reduces foot pain. Also provides
scrubbing action.

$14

Adds 5” of height to toilet seat. 300 lb. weight
capacity; slip resistant.

$20

You need to be able to take your toilet seat off/on
to be able to use this.

$28

Can be used over the toilet seat for added height
(take out the bucket). It can also be placed by your
bed if you are not feeling well and have urgency.

$30

Many shapes, sizes, and finishes. Designed to
mount on tile, glass, or other smooth, flat surfaces.

$9-$37

Tub Transfer Bench

Medline Shower Chair

Long-handled Scrubber

Back Scrubbing Strap

Suction Cup Holder for
Handheld Shower Head

Shower Foot Massager

Toilet Seat Riser

Toilet Safety Frame
Portable Bedside
Commode

Grab Bar, Suction Type
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Grab Bar, Wall
Mounted

Safe-Way Traction Bath
Mat

Many shapes and sizes up to 36” long. Mounted
on studs; need skills for installation. Can get nodrill versions but they are expensive.

$13-$64

Adhesive vinyl safety non-skid mat. Occupational
therapist recommended.

$19

Attaches to the side of a tub to help with getting
in/out of a bath.

$36

Bathtub Safety Grab Bar
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Dressing/Grooming Aids
Item

Purpose
Ideal for anyone who has trouble gripping or
flexing their fingers. Especially helpful if you suffer
from arthritis.

Price
$13

Two-piece set. Useful for elderly and handdisabled people. Helps with inconvenient upper
limb activities.

$17

Right- or left-hand use. Easy grip and smooth
control with a center tension spring.

$16

If bending over to cut your toenails has become
more difficult, it may be time to try long-handled
toenail scissors. The 8” long handle makes it easy
to reach your toenails for accurate and safe
clipping.
Sock put-on device with foam handles. Ideal for
those having difficulty bending down, are
recovering from back, knee or hip replacement
surgery, or for those with limited mobility.
23” long. Won’t snag on socks or stockings.

$13

Lock Laces - elastic no tie shoelaces; one size fits
all. Conforms to your foot for a custom fit.

$8

Jewelry Helper Tool

Long-reach
Comb/Brush

Long-handled Toenail
Clippers

Long-Handled Toenail
Clippers

Sock Aid

$10

$9

Long Shoehorn

No-Tie Shoelaces
Non-slip handle; fits any size button. Hook fits most
zippers. Helpful for those with limited dexterity,
Button Hook Zipper Pull arthritis, or carpal tunnel.
All in one. Large and small hooks; zipper shoelace
pick. Helps with several dressing functions.

$6-$12

$18

Dressing Tool
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Dressing Stick

Flexible Sock Aid

Helps people with decreased shoulder use put on
jackets/shirts, very helpful with getting socks off
and also has a zipper pull.

$10

This one is flexible, which some people find easier
to use. It is especially helpful for people with
smaller feet who do not want to stretch out their
socks.

$13
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Garden and Outdoors
Item

Purpose
Trowel, cultivator, and fork. Provides comfortable,
firm grip, even in wet conditions.

Price
$50

34” long. Easy grip. Ideal for seated gardening.

$50

Made from advanced memory foam. Helps make
kneeling more comfortable.

$30

Pistol Grip Garden
Tools
Long-Handled Trowel

Knee Pads
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General Purpose
Item

Purpose
2X rectangular page magnifying glass with
dimmable light. Ideal for lens for books, maps &
newspapers.

Price
$18

Cutter tool for safe and fast opening of blister
packs, clamshell packages and sealed plastic
packaging. Provides a balanced cutting action that
guides and glides through the toughest plastic
packages.
8” x 3 ¼. Stabilizes and holds objects in place; also
used for gripping.

$17

Easier to use than the regular scissors. Will not
pinch your palm. Self-opening design makes it stay
in control and stable with low coordination.
Designed for people with weak hands, arthritis or
other conditions.
Ergonomic writing aid for righties and lefties. Fits
on pencils, pens, crayons & many drawing and
writing tools. Recommended by therapists and
Arthritis Foundation as "easy" and "comfortable".
Easier for people with hand tremors to write.

$9

Hand-held Magnifier

Slit-it Package Opener

$20

Dycem Non-slip
Matting

Adaptive Scissors

Weighted Writing Aid

$10

$10

Large Weighted Pen

Universal Built-up
Handle

Carry Device

Built up handles are easier to hold, good for
people with arthritis. You can put these on
silverware, crochet hooks, pens, knitting needles,
toothbrush.

$19

Click and carry tool for hands-free grocery bag,
plastic bag, and sports gear carrier. Carries up to
40 lbs.

$22
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Reach Tools
Drawer Pull

Drawer Pull

Broad range of shapes and sizes. Jaws, magnets,
or other types of grips. Some may be difficult with
arthritis or loss of strength.

$10-$20

Easier to grip and pull. 5 1/16” Liberty Stratford
Stainless.

$5

Easier to grip and pull. 5 1/16” Liberty Simply
Geometric matte black.

$9

Easier to grip and pull. 3 ¾” Glide-rite matte black.

$27

Fits 1 3/8” and 1 ¾” doors. Easy to use lever
handle.

$14

Larger knob for easier use.

$13

Oversized handle for easier gripping. Easy
assembly.

$12

Holds 2-3 keys. Locks in place for easy turning.

$10

Increases leverage and size for easy handling.

$8

Like wearing an anti-fatigue mat wherever you go.
Ergo Mate dramatically reduces pain and fatigue
experienced when standing or walking on hard
surfaces. Easy to put on.

$27

Set of 4. 14” wooden, curved design.

$15

Easily turn items on/off from across the room.

$18

Will turn on when you are within 10 feet- useful for
under kitchen cabinets, or in closets. Should not

$28

Drawer Pull

Easy Use Door Handle
Lamp Switch Turner

Key Holder

Multiple Key Holder
E-Z Key Turner

Shoe Cushioner

Playing Card Holder

Remote Control Outlet
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Wireless Motion Sensor
Light
Vive Gel Seat Cushion

use with pets at home- they'd be turning it on all
the time.
Pressure relief for your seats, can use in
car/wheelchair/regular chair at home.

$39

Better than the Vive if someone has skin
breakdown or a lot of pain.

$70

Used to tape down rugs so they will not slip.

$14

Roho Inflatable Seat
Cushion

Double Sided Tape
A long-handled cat litter scoop. Heavy duty metal
handled pooper scooper. Extra-large 6.5 x 6.5”
Long-Handled Cat Litter
scoop to hold poop better.
Scoop
Riser to put on the feet of your furniture to raise it
3 or 6 inches. Check your furniture 'feet' first to
3” Stackable Furniture make sure they fit. 5.5" wide.
Risers

$15

$30 each
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KITCHEN
Item

Purpose
Eliminates the need to crank a handle to open a
can. Shuts off automatically when done working.

Price
$18

One-Touch Can Opener
Allows you to easily open pop-top (tab) cans.
Helpful to anyone with weak hands and/or arthritis.

$8

Set of 3 multipurpose lid openers. Durable jar grips
provide superior grip when opening stubborn jars
and containers of all sizes. Hand washable.

$4

Hand-held stainless steel jar opener for those with
weak hands. For lids between 1” and 4” in
diameter.

$12-16

Includes a non-slip base pad that is placed under
the jar to keep it secure. Slide the opener over the
jar lid and twist counterclockwise.

$25

Ring Pull Can Opener

Jar Openers

Jar Gripper/Opener

Jar Gripper/Opener
Helps open any size jar. Useful for people with
limited hand strength. Requires installation.

$10-$20

Eliminates the need to hold and twist to open a jar.
Locks onto the lid of any size jar and unscrews it
with little effort.

$20-27

Under Cabinet Jar
Opener

Single Touch Jar
Opener

Bottle Opener

Oven Rack Tool

For water, beer, and other plastic water bottles.
For those with weaker hands or limited dexterity.
Fits smaller diameter lids.

$11

Has end and side notches to push rack or handle
back into oven. Made of heat-resistant silicone and
has a stay-cool handle.

$6-$12
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Built-up Offset Handle
Spoon

Untensil Grippers

High quality stainless steel with a removable 1.25”
closed foam handle. Easy to clean and dishwasher
safe. Good for those with limited wrist or hand
range of motion, such as arthritis, hand tremors,
Parkinson’s, or limited mobility.
Foam tubing 9-pack. For spoon, fork, and other
implements. Can also be used with writing
implements.
For left- and right-handed. Designed by an
Occupational Therapist.

$15

$13

$10-$15

Easy-Eater Fork and
Spoon
Non-slip handles, non-weighted. For those with
hand tremors, Parkinson’s, or arthritis.

$19

Adaptive utensils. Swivel spoon keeps food on
utensil when turned at any angle.

$11 each

Adaptive Utensils

Swivel Utensils
Self-standing handles.

$18 for
set

Stainless blade; can be sharpened. Shaped to fit
hand. Dishwasher safe.

$10-$20

6” long lightweight (1 oz.), stainless blade. Makes
slicing, dicing, chopping, and mincing easier.

$24

Can use one-handed. Corner Guide to keep food
in place. Food holding spines.

$30

Helps keep your food on the plate and it is easier
to scoop food onto forks. Prevents food from
being accidentally pushed off plate.

$15

Weighted Utensils

Rocking T-Knife

Rocker Knife

Cutting Board

Plate Guard
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MEDICAL
Item

Purpose
Pierces foil covered pills. Magnet on back for
storage on refrigerator. Pushes and catches pills
into pockets; grips hard-to-open prescription
Easy-Open Pill Extractor bottles; pulls tabs, lifts lids and removes cotton
from pill.
Talking alarm clock with loud, easy set, multiple
alarms. Alerts users when it's time to take
medication, along with the time and date, using a
repeating friendly female voice up to 4 times daily.
Pill Reminder with
Alarm Clock
Adjustable arms center pills. Built in magnifier and
safety shield.

Price
$13

$45

$7

Pill Cutter
One compartment for each day of the week. Extra
lid allows two stacks. Adhesive labels included.

$4

Lightweight and compact; rugged and highly
durable. Each tray has 4 compartments for
morning, noon, evening, and night.

$8

14 Count. Reusable pill pouches for medicine with
slide lock. 3” tall by 2.75” wide.

$8

Stackable 7-Day Pill
Reminder

Weekly Pill Organizer

Pill Pack
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MOBILITY
Item

Purpose
4-pronged base for added stability. Right- or lefthand use.

Price
$23-30

For safer walking on ice or snow. Design enhances
fit and function with a 360-degree spike pattern
that provides more push and lateral grip.

$18

Great for carrying a purse or groceries and comes
with a plastic tray to help carry drinks.

$15

Food tray with 2 cup holders for folding walkers.
Tray is compatible with most standard folding
walkers with an 18” width between the legs.

$18

2-piece pack adjustable hiking or walking sticks.
Quick adjust flip lock; cork grip, padded strap.

$35

Adjustable Quad Cane

Yak-Tracks

Walker Basket

Walker Tray

Walking/Trekking Poles
Standing Assists

Heavy-duty lifts are available at medical equipment
specialty stores. Expensive. Most are free-standing
but some require installation. Demonstrations and
try-outs recommended.
Can put in a couch or a recliner chair to help you
stand.

Wide
Range

$85

Universal Stand Assist

Walker Padded Hand
Covers

Easier for people with arthritis or hand pain to
hold.

$12
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SAFETY
Item

Wireless Strobe
Doorbell

Strobe Smoke Alarm

Bed Shaking Alarm

Purpose
Chime with a bright red light. Chimes for 10
seconds with 20 flashes of red light. Some can
provide strobes in multiple locations. One has a
portable unit to move room to room. May sell push
button separately.
Used in conjunction with existing smoke/heat alarm
system. Must be a compatible type. Installation
needs wiring skills. Bright visual signal to warn of
smoke, heat, or CO.

Price
$40-$50

The alarm is installed next to the bed and alerts
those in the home using a strobe light and
vibrating pad that can be placed under the
mattress or pillow. It’s activated when an
accompanying traditional smoke alarm sound.

May be
free from
Red
Cross

$55-75

Sonic alarm clock. Extra loud alarm with bed shaker
for heavy sleepers. Battery backup.

$35

Bedside alarm clock with bed shaker. Provides
sound, light & vibrating alert in case of fire. For
hard of hearing or deep sleepers.

$286

Sonic Alarm with Bed
Shaker

Fire Alarm & Clock

LED Night Light

The dawn to dusk sensor means you no longer
have to remember to turn a nightlight on when you
go to bed. The added lighting at night can prevent
falls.

Adjustable brightness.

$5-$10

$19

Motion Sensor Night
LIghts
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9.5” Step up.

$38

Comes in pieces and can be a bit complicated to
assemble if you aren't used to assembling items
from boxes. Assistance can be provided.

$35

Adjustable height home bed assist handle.

$28

You can put these on top of your stairs to prevent
falls.

$24

Step Stool with Handle

Medline Bed Rail

Drive Medical Bed Rail
Nonslip Carpet Stair
Treads
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GEORGETOWN VOLUNTEER FIRE DEPARTMENT
The GVFD has a number of medical equipment items for loan to town residents.
In addition to what’s shown below, they have:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Simple walkers
Wheeled walkers
Shower benches
Toilet aids
Wheelchair
Transport wheelchair
Crutches
Canes

Contact:
•
•

Dave Knauber:
Ron Hayward:

371-2020
319-6156 or alphawoolf@aol.com
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